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Abstract— Vehicular Accident Detection and Prevention 

using Internet of Things is developed in order to detect and 

prevent vehicular accidents. The fulminant traffic holdup 

particularly in quick scrolling roads and highways 

characterized by a scarce visibility is one amongst the 

foremost causes of accidents among motorized vehicles. It 

can be caused by other accidents, work-in-progress on roads 

and so on. RF sensors being directly installed in private 

and/or public transportation and other volunteer vehicles. 

When the vehicle is in idle state the transmitter sends radio 

frequency signals to the vehicle which is 100 meter away 

from the idle vehicle, informing that the vehicle ahead is idle 

in state. In addition to this, if an accident occurs the device 

asks the driver to confirm the accident. If the driver confirms 

the accident, the device will connect and transmit the signal 

to the local police station or the local ambulance. The wait 

time is set to 5 minutes. If the wait time value is Zero then the 

device automatically sends the message and call to the local 

police station or the ambulance.    
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GSM Module, Passive Infrared Sensor 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is an arrangement of interrelated 

computing gadgets, mechanical and Digital machines, 

objects, animals or individuals that are given one kind of an 

identifiers and the capacity to exchange information over a 

system without requiring human-to-human or human-to-PC 

communication. IoT is a new concept that has evolved from 

the convergence of wireless technologies. Wireless 

communication is that the transfer of data or signal between 

2 or additional points that don’t seem to be connected by 

associate in nursing electrical conductor. In IoT devices 

equipped with Wi-Fi allow the machine-to-machine 

communication. Using this form of industrial machines to 

wearable or wireless devices, using built-in sensors to gather 

data and take action on that data across a network. The sensor 

and actuator can be setup in different place but they are 

working together over an internet network. 

The IoT permits objects to be perceived or 

controlled remotely across existing network 

infrastructure, making opportunities for added direct 

integration of the physical world into computer-based 

systems, and leading to improved potency, accuracy and 

economic profit additionally to reduced human 

intervention. When IoT is increased with sensors and 

actuators, the technology becomes AN instance of the 

additional general category of cyber-physical systems that 

additionally encompasses technologies like sensible 

grids, virtual power plants, sensible homes, intelligent 

transportation and sensible cities. 

"Things", in IoT refers to different types of devices 

like bio chip transponders, camera streaming live feeds of 

refractory animals in coastal waters, vehicles with integral 

sensors, devices that assist fire-fighters in search and 

rescue operations. Legal scholars define "things" as an 

"inextricable mixture of hardware, software, data and 

service". 

These devices collect helpful knowledge with the 

assistance of varied existing technologies then autonomously 

flow the info between different devices. The quick growth of 

Internet-connected objects is additionally expected to come 

up with massive amounts of knowledge from numerous 

locations, with the ensuring necessity for fast aggregation of 

the info, and index, store, process such data more effectively. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

An IoT Cloud System for Traffic Monitoring and Vehicular 

Accidents Prevention Based on Mobile Sensor Data 

Processing processes the mobile traffic sensors are directly 

installed in private and/or public transportation and other 

volunteer vehicles. The IoT Cloud system is aimed at traffic 

monitoring and alert notification for drivers. Mobile sensors 

are represented by GSM/GPRS/GPS TK103 tracker based 

systems installed in vehicles that collect geo-localization and 

speed data that are sent to a OpenGTS server that stores them 

in a SQL database, providing a real-time OpenStreetMap 

visualization of traffic scenario. In addition incoming 

unstructured geo-location data are forwarded to a GeoJSON 

parsing micro-service in order to be inserted in a MongoDB 

database. Another micro-service has the role of querying how 

the positions of vehicles change in a given area close to 

drivers who come from neighbor locations in order to notify 

their mobile APPs with alert messages related to possible 

sudden traffic slowdown events. The data transfer is 

performed by means of a 4G network connection [1]. 

Internet of Things: Vehicle Collision Detection and 

Avoidance in a VANET Environment uses two RC cars. Each 

car is equipped with a microcontroller, an RGB LCD screen 

for data display, an Mpu6050 accelerometer, and a 

transmitter on one car and a receiver on the other one to pick 

up the message sent. The authors commenced with an 

algorithm for a microcontroller terminal to identify the users 

upon critical deceleration. The Mpu6050 accelerometer is 

designed especially for impact detection and was used to 

identify the cars motion. Based on the algorithm created, the 

vehicles could send corresponding information upon direct 

impacts (collision) to the receiving vehicles, hence, avoiding 

continuous data reading from the microcontroller. The 

microcontroller is connected directly to the LCD screen as 

well as the proximity sensor. Two different colors LEDs are 

used as indicators. If no obstacle is detected, the green LED 

remains on, turning off when the proximity sensor detects an 

object. At this point, the red LED lights up and the LCD 

screen displays a warning message and informs the user [2]. 

IoT based live streaming of vehicle, position 

accident prevention and detection system describes a design 

of effective information system that can monitor a vehicle 
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condition in traveling. This project is designed to inform 

about the location of vehicle, accident that is occurred to a 

vehicle to the family members of the traveling persons. It uses 

accelerometer sensor which can detect the unevenness of 

vehicle and vibrations when an accident is occurred. This 

sends a signal to microcontroller. Vehicle accident detection 

system using GSM and GPS modems is done. Messages 

notifications are sent to the mobile number which is 

prescribed. This monitoring system is composed of a GPS 

receiver, arduino and a GSM Modem. GPS Receiver gets the 

geo satellite information satellites in the form of latitude and 

longitude. The arduino processes this information and this 

processed information is sent to the user/owner using GSM 

modem [3]. 
Internet of Things based Accident Prevention and 

Detection System is proposed to deduce accidents and save 

human life. Sensors are exploited to give alarm 'ON' when 

distance between two vehicles is too short. If accident 

happens, then the camera is automatically turned on and 

captures the images around 180 degree angles. This 

emergency alert information including the location is 

transferred to nearest police station, ambulance service and 

relatives through GSM modem. The major component of the 

project includes a Arduino, motion sensor, touch sensors, 

relay and GSM modem [4]. 

Accident Avoidance and Detection is proposed to 

utilize the capability of a GPS to send accident location to an 

Alert Service Center. The accelerometer will monitor speed 

of a vehicle and measure the impact of collision. Whenever 

the speed will be below the specified speed, it will assume 

that an accident has occurred. The system will then send the 

accident location acquired from the GPS along with the time 

and the speed by utilizing the GSM network [5].  

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Typically, fixed traffic sensors such as Google Maps 

collecting traffic data coming from sensors installed on roads 

that interact with drivers mobile App through the 4G 

Network. But unfortunately not all roads and highways are 

equipped with such sensors. 

 
Fig. 1: Architecture of Existing System 

Limitations of Existing System 

 No accidents are being prevented. 

 Not all roads and highways are equipped with such 

sensors. 

 The losses include expenses, such as medical costs, 

insurance loss, property damage, family income losses 

and traffic congestion. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

ITS (Intelligent Transportation System) solution considering 

RF sensor directly installed in private/public transportation. 

In fact, the system allows drivers to receive alert messages in 

a useful time to avoid the risks of accidents. . In addition to 

this, when an accident occurs an alert SMS will be send to the 

local police station or the ambulance. Our IoT system, besides 

for private drivers, it is very useful for drivers of critical 

helpful service such as ambulances. Experiments prove that 

our system provides acceptable response times that allows 

drivers to receive alert message in useful time so as to avoid 

the risk of possible accident. 

A. Advantages of proposed system 

 It is inexpensive to be developed because it does not need 

the installation of fixed traffic sensors on roads. 

 The system is flexible and scalable because traffic 

sensors can be installed on volunteer vehicles 

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig. 2: Architecture for Accident Prevention 

 
Fig. 3: Architecture for Accident Detection 

If the car is in idle state, our system gets activated. Then the 

transmitter sends radio frequency signals to the cars that are 

100 metre away from the idle car, informing that the car ahead 

is idle. Once it recieves the required signal an alarm is 

alarmed in the receiver car along with LCD display. If 
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accident occurs, then the device asks the driver to confirm the 

accident. If the driver confirms the accident, the device will 

connect and transmit the signal to the local police station or 

the local ambulance. The wait time is set to 5 minutes. If the 

wait time value is Zero then the device automatically sends 

the message to the local police station or the ambulance. 

VI. ALGORITHM 

1) Step 1: Start the program 

2) Step 2: If the car is in idle state, system gets activated. 

3) Step 3: Then the transmitter sends radio frequency 

signals to the cars which are 100 metre away from the 

idle car, informing that the car ahead is idle. 

4) Step 4: Once it recieves the required signal an alarm is 

alarmed in the receiver car along with LCD display. 

5) Step 5: Ask driver for confirm accident: Set time for 5 

minutes. 

6) Step 6: If driver confirms accident go to step 8, otherwise 

go to step 9. 

7) Step 7: The device itself will send message automatically 

to the local police station or the local ambulance stating 

that the car is in danger, go to step 11. 

8) Step 8: It will connect and transmit the signal to the local 

police station or the local ambulance (108). 

9) Step 9: Decrement wait time each second. For each wait 

value go to step 10. 

10) Step 10: If the wait time = 0 go to step 7, otherwise go to 

step 6. 

11) Step 11: Stop the program. 

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Assembling Hardware Components 

The hardwares are identified and sensors are configured with 

arduino kit based on the pin. 

It consists of power supply, Arduino UNO 

microcontroller, GSM Wi-Fi module, Sim Card, 433MHz RF 

Transmitter and Receiver Modules. The 5V power supply is 

given to the microcontroller. The power indication LED is 

used to check whether there is a power flows through the 

circuit or not. 

 
Fig. 4: Hardware Components 

B. Radio Frequency Module 

1) Connecting 433MHz RF Transmitter to Arduino 

The data needs to be sent between Arduino board and 

transmitter. It has only three connections.  

 Connect the VCC pin to 5V pin. 

 GND to ground on the Arduino.  

 The Data-In pin should be connected to Arduino’s digital 

pin #2. 

 
Fig. 5: Transmitter Connected to Arduino 

2) Connecting 433MHz RF Receiver to Arduino 

The data needs to be sent between Arduino board and 

receiver. It has only three connections.  

 Connect the VCC pin to 5V pin. 

 GND to ground on the Arduino.  

 Any of the middle two Data-Out pins should be 

connected to digital pin #2 on the Arduino. 

 
Fig. 6: Receiver Connected to Arduino 

If the car is in idle state, our system gets activated. 

Then the transmitter sends radio frequency signals to the cars 

that are 100 metre away from the idle car, informing that the 

car ahead is idle. Once it recieves the required signal an alarm 

is alarmed in the receiver car along with LCD display. 
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Fig. 7: Serial Monitor Receiving Alert 

C. GSM Module 

1) Connecting GSM Module to Arduino 

The communication between Arduino and GSM module is 

serial. Serial pins of Arduino (Rx and Tx) are used.  

 Connect the Tx pin of GSM module to digital pin #2 of 

Arduino. 

 Connect the Rx pin of GSM module to pin #3 of Arduino.  

 Connect the ground pin of arduino to ground pin of GSM 

module. 

 
Fig. 8: GSM Module Connected to Arduino 

If accident occurs, then the device asks the driver to 

confirm the accident. If the driver confirms the accident, the 

device will connect and transmit the signal to the local police 

station or the local ambulance. The wait time is set to 5 

minutes. If the wait time value is Zero then the device 

automatically sends the message and makes a call  to the local 

police station or the ambulance or the required number 

registered in the program. 

 
Fig. 9: Message  Received after Accident 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The fulminant traffic slowdown in highways is due to scarce 

visibility is one of the major causes of accidents among  

motorized vehicles. It can be caused by other accidents, work-

in-progress on roads and so on. In this paper, RF sensors 

directly installed in private and/or public transportation and 

other volunteer vehicles. It sends alert sound to the vehicle 

which is 100 meter away from the immovable vehicle. In 

addition to this, when an accident occurs an alert SMS will be 

send to the local police station or the ambulance. It allows 

drivers to receive alert message in useful time so as to avoid 

the risk of possible accidents. 
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